It was investigated whether the beneficial effect of picture presentation might be influenced by the content conveyed through text and pictures and the way information is distributed between them. Ninety-nine students learnt in five between-subjects learning conditions (i.e., text with spatial contents plus pictures, text with visual contents plus pictures, only text with spatial contents, only text with visual contents, only picture) about a tourist centre and a holiday farm. Results showed that pictures (i.e., maps) were beneficial for learning if spatial knowledge had to be acquired, but did not support learning when non-spatial, visual knowledge had to be acquired. Furthermore, a high overlap of spatial information in text and picture was helpful, which can be explained by the assumption that learning is a text-guided process. On the other hand, regarding nonspatial visual information, a high text-picture overlap did not influence learning, probably because text alone was sufficient for acquiring visual knowledge. The implications of these findings are discussed.
In the last decades, there has been a lot of evidence that presenting verbal information together with pictures (e.g., illustration, graphs, photographs, or maps) can support learning (for recent overviews, cf. Butcher, 2014; Mayer, 2009) . Although this multimedia effect (Mayer, 2009 ) is a well-established finding, some of the boundary conditions of this effect are still unclear. As multimedia presentations are omnipresent in our daily lives (e.g., in school books, digital learning environments), it is important to specify the conditions under which multimedia presentations are helpful or detrimental to knowledge acquisition. Plenty of research has investigated presentation features as boundary conditions for the multimedia effect (e.g., the influence of dynamic vs. static pictures, e.g., H€ offler & Leutner, 2007 ; the influence of text modality, e.g., Ginns, 2005 ; the influence of text-picture sequence, e.g., Eitel & Scheiter, 2015) . However, less research has focused on content-based features, although one might assume that the beneficial effect of picture presentation might depend on the kind of information which is conveyed through text and pictures (e.g., spatial vs. non-spatial information) and on how these kinds of information are allocated across text and pictures (i.e., high vs. low overlap of information in text and picture).
In the literature, different approaches offer explanations for why and under which conditions picture presentation can be beneficial to learning. Whereas some of them predict that the subject-matter content and its distribution between text and pictures should not matter, others predict an opposing pattern. An overview of the different approaches and their assumptions is given in the following.
Overview over predictions made by different approaches
One of the most prominent theories in the context of multimedia learning is the cognitive theory of multimedia learning (CTML; Mayer, 2009) . Its three main assumptions are that (1) the human cognitive system consists of two channels, a visual-pictorial and an auditory-verbal one, (2) that each channel has limited capacity, and that (3) meaningful learning requires active information processing. The differentiation of the two different channels according to representation modality (i.e., pictorial vs. verbal) is heavily based on dual-coding theory (Paivio, 1990) . Dual-coding theory states that having available two mental codes -a verbal and a pictorial one -supports learners in retrieving information from long-term memory. According to this theory, the cognitive system is composed of a verbal system, which deals with language, and a nonverbal system, which deals with the analysis of nonverbal pictorial information and the generation of mental images. Dualcoding theory assumes that having information available in two codes (i.e., dual coding) yields better recognition and recall performance because if one code is no longer accessible in memory, the other code may still be retrieved (e.g., Paivio, 1965) . Based on dual-coding theory, CTML assumes that when text and pictures are both presented, learners can build mental connections between the two corresponding mental representations. This 'dual coding' of content is seen as the crucial step for learning (Mayer, 2009 ). Based on dual-coding theory, CTML predicts that a high overlap between information presented as either text or picture leads to better performance compared with situations in which there is less information overlap. This is especially the case as verbal and pictorial representations cannot be substituted for each other, because they result in two qualitatively different systems for representing knowledge (Mayer, 2009, p. 228) . Further, the beneficial effect of text-picture overlap should hold for any kind of content which can be conveyed through text and pictures. In sum, according to the dualcoding approach, a high text-picture overlap should support learning -regardless of the to-be-learnt information.
Another approach is offered within the framework of cognitive load theory (Sweller, Van Merri€ enboer, & Paas, 1998) . Here, it has also been proposed that pictures can aid learning. However, in contrast to dual-coding theory and CTML, it is assumed that a high informational overlap between text and pictures, also called 'redundancy', will hinder learning. Thus, according to the cognitive load approach, redundant text-picture information should be avoided. If text and picture convey essentially the same information, one representation (text or picture) is sufficient. Presenting the information twice, however, requires coordination processes which are unnecessary for understanding. Instead, they increase working memory load, which then interferes with the learning process (cf., Kalyuga & Sweller, 2014; . Obviously, this assumption contradicts the dual-coding approach, because it predicts that text and pictures with a high overlap should hinder rather than aid learning. In other words, learners receiving a text and picture with high overlap should perform worse than learners only receiving the text or learners only receiving the picture. This assumption Gyselinck, Cornoldi, & De Beni, 2012) . A mental model is assumed to have 'a structure that corresponds to the known structure of what it represents ' (Johnson-Laird, 2005, p. 187) . Hence, pictures are assumed to support the construction of analogous mental models (Johnson-Laird, 1983; Schnotz & Bannert, 2003 ; for a more elaborate discussion see also Gyselinck, Jamet, & Dubois, 2008; Pazzaglia et al., 2012) , especially when spatial information has to be processed (e.g., Bower & Morrow, 1990; Wilson, Rinck, McNamara, Bower, & Morrow, 1993) .
On the other hand, verbal representations are not well suited to convey spatial information, because all spatial arrangements have to be noted explicitly (e.g., 'the ball is to the right of the flower and above the chair'; cf. Scheiter, Wiebe, & Holsanova, 2008) . Learners have to search for related information, because adjunct objects in the spatial arrangement are not necessarily mentioned next to each other in the text (Larkin & Simon, 1987) . Although empirical research shows that learners are able to construct spatial mental models from verbal descriptions (e.g., Rinck, H€ ahnel, Bower, & Glowalla, 1997; Taylor & Tversky, 1992) , it has also been shown that individuals construct spatial mental models from verbal descriptions only if they are instructed or trained to do so (Denis & Denhi ere, 1990; Gyselinck, De Beni, Pazzaglia, Meneghetti, & Mondoloni, 2007) . By contrast, texts seem to be better suited to convey non-spatial information. Thus, texts can express information at a more general level (e.g., 'no food allowed'), whereas pictures always have to specify the information (e.g., a picture showing an ice cream cone combined with a prohibitive sign; Schnotz, 2002) . In sum, according to the computational efficacy approach, text and pictures complement each other, because depending on the information that has to be learned they have different computational properties. Thus, the computational efficacy approach would predict that a picture is better suited to convey spatial information than a text. If non-spatial information has to be conveyed, a text is more helpful than a picture. Because learning tasks most often require the acquisition of spatial as well as non-spatial information, presenting text together with pictures should be helpful for learning, because learners can rely on both kinds of representations. An overlap of text and pictures should neither hinder nor support learning, because learners can rely on the representation that is better suited to convey spatial or non-spatial information.
Regarding the computational efficacy approach, one constraint can be made (see Renkl & Scheiter, 2015) : From eye-tracking studies investigating the perceptual processes involved in learning with text and pictures, it is known that learners proceed in a very textdriven manner. That is, learners focus on the verbal information at the expense of the picture (e.g., Hegarty & Just, 1993; Rayner, Rotello, Stewart, Keir, & Duffy, 2001; SchmidtWeigand, Kohnert, & Glowalla, 2010; Sch€ uler, Scheiter, & Schmidt-Weigand, 2011 ; for an overview, see Scheiter & Eitel, 2016) . Moreover, the processing of the picture seems to be guided by the information conveyed through the text (e.g., Canham & Hegarty, 2010; Folker, Ritter, & Sichelschmidt, 2005; Hegarty & Just, 1993) . Thus, if accompanying text restricts the computational efficiency of pictures to information mentioned in the text, the overlap of text and pictures might also play a role regarding the computational properties approach. Regarding the text-driven processing approach, one would expect that -if a picture and a text are presented -a large text-picture overlap of spatial information is helpful for acquisition of spatial knowledge, because the spatial text information will guide learners to the spatial-pictorial information. Regarding non-spatial information, text-picture overlap should not influence learning outcomes, because learners are assumed to read the text independently of whether redundant picture information is presented or not. Table 1 summarizes the assumptions and predictions of the mentioned approaches.
The present study The aim of the present study was to investigate whether the multimedia effect depends on the kind of content that is conveyed through text and/or picture and how these kinds of information overlap. As outlined in the last paragraph, the five approaches (i.e., the dualcoding approach, the cognitive load approach, the spatial overlap approach, the computational efficacy approach, and the text-driven processing approach) make very different predictions regarding the consequences of text-picture overlap for knowledge acquisition. Furthermore, two of them (i.e., the spatial overlap approach and the textdriven processing approach) assume that different kinds of informational overlap (i.e., spatial vs. non-spatial information) can have different consequences for knowledge acquisition (see Table 1 for a summary of assumptions and predictions). To test these predictions against each other, an experiment was conducted.
The experiment was composed of five learning conditions. Two of them were multimedia conditions, that is text containing spatial information was combined with picture (ST + P) or text containing visual information was combined with picture (VT + P). The other three conditions served as control conditions, that is, a condition with picture only (P), a condition with only text containing spatial information (ST), and a condition with only text containing visual information (VT). Conditions were compared regarding acquisition of spatial and non-spatial information mentioned in texts and/or pictures or mentioned only in pictures. As non-spatial information, we used information relating to visual aspects of the learning materials (i.e., the colour of objects) for reasons outlined in the methods section.
The comparison between conditions allowed us to test a series of predictions deriving from the theoretical assumptions described above. The following predictions were made concerning knowledge acquisition of information presented during the learning phase:
1. Dual-coding approach predicts best knowledge acquisition for text-picture combinations with a high overlap. That is, when comparing the conditions with each other, ST + P should show the best learning outcomes regarding acquisition of spatial knowledge and VT + P should show the best learning outcomes regarding acquisition of visual knowledge. 2. The cognitive load approach predicts worst knowledge acquisition for text-picture combinations with a high overlap. That is, when comparing all conditions with each other, ST + P should show the worst learning outcomes regarding acquisition of spatial knowledge and VT + P should show worst learning outcomes regarding acquisition of visual knowledge. 3. The spatial overlap approach predicts worst performance for text-picture combinations with a high spatial overlap, but best performance for text-picture combinations with a high visual overlap. That is, when comparing all conditions with each other, it predicts worst performance for ST + P regarding spatial knowledge acquisition and best performance for VT + P regarding visual knowledge acquisition. 4. The computational efficiency approach predicts that a high text-picture overlap does neither support nor hamper learning. Instead, picture presentation supports acquisition of spatial information. That is, when comparing all conditions with each other, ST + P, VT + P, and P should perform best regarding acquisition of spatial knowledge. Additionally, it predicts that texts support the acquisition of non-spatial information. That is, when comparing all conditions with each other, VT + P and VT should perform best regarding acquisition of visual knowledge. 
. The text-guided processing approach predicts best spatial knowledge acquisition for text-picture combinations with a high spatial overlap, whereas for the acquisition of visual knowledge, the overlap of text-picture combinations does not matter. That is, when comparing all conditions with each other, P (where participants process the picture independently) and ST + P (where the text guides learners to the pictorial spatial aspects) should perform best regarding acquisition of spatial knowledge. VT and VT + P should perform best regarding acquisition of visual knowledge.
Additionally, we assessed knowledge acquisition regarding information, which was presented only in the picture (in conditions where a picture was presented, that is, VT + P, ST + P, P). As the text-guided processing approach predicts that text guides the learners' attention to the picture, one would expect pictorial information presented only in the picture to be processed best, if no text is presented at all (i.e., learners of the P condition should perform better than those in the VT + P and ST + P conditions). All other approaches would not predict any differences between the three conditions.
Method
Participants and design Ninety-nine university students (72 female; average age: M = 23.47 years, SD = 3.22) participated in the study for either payment or course credit. Participants were randomly assigned to one of five learning conditions, namely ST + P, VT + P, P, ST, and VT.
Materials

Texts
Because two of the approaches (i.e., the spatial overlap approach and the text-driven processing approach) predict different results as a function of type of information which overlaps, we differentiated between non-spatial (i.e., text containing non-spatial and visual information) and spatial texts. The reason why we decided to use visual text contents to operationalize non-spatial text contents was that we had to ensure the same degree of text-picture overlap for spatial and non-spatial information in all text-picture conditions (i.e., ST + P and VT + P). This was necessary to attribute possible performance differences between ST + P and VT + P to the specific kind of informational textpicture overlap. If the degree of text-picture overlap would have been differed between spatial text plus picture and non-spatial text plus picture conditions, differences between conditions could be explained by the different degree of text-picture overlap (as would be predicted from dual-coding theory [Paivio, 1990] and cognitive load theory [Sweller et al., 1998 ]) and not by the different content conveyed through the texts. Because visual feature information can be depicted in pictures as well as be described in a text, we decided for visual feature information as non-spatial content to guarantee a text-picture overlap also in the non-spatial text content condition.
Two pairs of texts were used, each pair referring to one of two locations, namely a tourist centre and a holiday farm. For each location, we constructed a spatial (adapted from Pazzaglia, Cornoldi, & Longoni, 1994 ) and a visual text (in Table 2 The tourist centre includes a small lake which is known for its oval shape and its turquoise colour The grey main road is lined by fir trees which are very tall and of olivegreen colour There is a red kilometre marker on the main road, which says 28 km There branches off a road paved with beige stones, the Lake Road The Lake Road surrounds the whole lake and thus has the same oval shape as the lake On the light green area, there are the following tourist attractions:
The quiet village 'Carpognano' with its grey houses, an Art Nouveau hotel painted purple, which is closed because of restoration works, as well as two tennis courts in the form of ovals on which the local tournaments take place Near to the village Carpognano, there is a dense forest of evergreen oaks with deep black trunks, some of them are several hundred years old
The tourist centre includes a small lake which is in the north bordered by the main road and in the south by mountains. The main road stretches from east to west over the whole area
In the middle of the main road, there is a kilometre marker that says 28 km There, a stone-paved road, the Lake Road, branches off in a southern direction
The Lake Road surrounds the whole lake and, starting in the south, it reaches again the kilometre marker East of the Lake Road you find the following tourist attractions:
In the north the quiet village Carpognano, south of it an Art Nouveau hotel which is closed due to restoration works, and further south two tennis courts where the local tournaments take place Continued Distribution of content 133 This dense forest with evergreen oaks has the same colour as the tennis courts There are mountains on the area, which are of the same beige colour as the stones of the Lake Street, stretching across the whole area of the tourist centre
On the tourist centre grounds, there are old thermal springs of grey rock with sulphur water which has a purple colour Furthermore, there is in an olive-green building a large medical rehabilitation centre that specializes in lung diseases There is also the popular horse centre 'San Vincenzo' painted brown, which is particularly renowned for training deep black thoroughbred stallions
On the lakeshore, there is a small brown harbour for sailing boats which can sail on the lake At the shore of the lake, there is a kiosk made of red wooden laths for the rental of boats to tourists East of the village Carpognano, a dense forest of evergreen oaks stretches from north to south, some of the oaks are several hundred years old
This dense forest of evergreen oaks extends in the south as far as the tennis courts At the southernmost part of the lake, there are mountains stretching from east to west across the whole area of the tourist centre Between the mountains and the Lake Road, in the direction from east to west, there are old thermal springs with sulphur water Further, in western direction, there is a large medical rehabilitation centre that specializes in lung diseases
In the west of the Lake Road, there stretches from south to north the popular horse centre 'San Vincenzo' particularly known for training thoroughbred stallions
At the western shore of the lake, east of the horse centre, there is a small harbour for sailing boats which can sail on the lake Further north of the harbour, at the shore of the lake, there is a kiosk for the rental of boats to tourists
Note. Texts were presented in German in the original study.
as measured by the Flesch (1948) reading ease scores (tourist centre: spatial version Flesch score = 38, visual version Flesch score = 39; holiday farm: spatial version Flesch score = 47, visual version Flesch score = 48); and number of landmarks mentioned (15 in the holiday farm and 15 in the tourist centre texts). The spatial and visual texts differed in the nature of information they contained. The spatial texts described the location of landmarks from a survey perspective, and the visual texts described the visual features (colours, shapes) of the same landmarks. For example, when the ST stated that 'The tourist center includes a small lake which is in the north bordered by the main road and in the south by mountains', the VT stated that 'The tourist center includes a small lake which is known for its oval shape and its turquoise color'.
Pictures
Two pictures (i.e., maps) were constructed, one for each location (see Table 2 -a for the picture for the tourist centre). Maps contained all the 15 landmarks presented in the corresponding visual and spatial texts, and, in adjunct, six information elements not contained in the text (holiday farm: a bucket, a fence, a cow, a bush, a tractor, a pitchfork; tourist centre: a slide, a skiff, a jetty, logs, a bench, a flowerpot).
Verification task
Two sets of 56 statements each, half true and half false, were constructed for assessing knowledge learned from texts and pictures. Each set of statements referred to one of the two locations and consisted of (1) 12 paraphrased statements testing information which was presented with a high text-picture overlap in the ST + P or VT + P conditions, (2) 12 statements testing information contained in pictures only; (3) 32 statements testing information not explicitly stated in the text but presented in the picture. Within each category (examples of items are shown in Table 3 ), the statements were equal in length, half referred to visual and half referred to spatial information. Correct answers (hits and correct rejections) were scored 1 and summed to obtain a total score for each category.
Graphic and verbal open recall tasks Two pieces of paper for each location were used for the open recall tasks. In one paper, participants drew (graphic recall) and in the other they wrote down (verbal recall) all information they remembered about the locations. Both graphic and verbal protocols were scored according to a coding scheme for recall of all the visual and spatial information contained in texts and pictures. The basis for the coding scheme was provided by the propositional analyses of the texts. Additionally, visual and spatial aspects of landmarks only depicted in the picture were added to the coding scheme. For example, regarding visual information, participants received one point if they wrote that the lake of the touristic centre had a turquoise colour, and another point if they wrote that the lake had an oval shape. Similarly, they received one point for drawing a lake of turquoise colour, and another point for drawing a lake with an oval shape. Regarding spatial information, participants received one point if they wrote that the lake was bordered in the north by a road, and another point if they wrote that it was bordered by mountains in the south. The same hold true if they drew these aspects. For each item correctly recalled, participants received one point. As graphic and verbal recall correlated significantly with each other (visual aspects: r = .60, p < .001; spatial aspects: r = .40, p < .001) and as Cronbach's alpha was higher for the combined scores of graphic and verbal recall (visual aspects: graphic Cronbach's alpha = .89, verbal Cronbach's alpha = .95, combined Cronbach's alphas = .95; spatial aspects: graphic Cronbach's alpha = .96, verbal Cronbach's alpha = .95, combined Cronbach's alphas = .97), we built common scores combining graphic and verbal recall performance (cf., de Koning, Tabbers, Rikers, & Paas, 2007; Schwonke, Berthold, & Renkl, 2009; van Genuchten, Scheiter, & Sch€ uler, 2012) . Four separate scores were calculated for (1) spatial and (2) visual information mentioned in both texts and pictures within the ST + P or VT + P conditions (e.g., information about the lake); (3) spatial and (4) visual information depicted only in the pictures (e.g., information about the slide). Two independent raters evaluated 20% of the open items (Cohen's kappa = .84). The remaining 80% of the data were scored by a single rater only.
Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire
Participants' imagery ability was measured to control for possible differences in imagery ability between groups, which could influence performance especially in conditions receiving only texts. Imagery ability was measured by means of the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (Marks, 1973) translated into German. This questionnaire consists of 16 items asking the participant to imagine different scenes (e.g., 'The sun is rising above the horizon into a hazy sky', 'The sky clears and surrounds the sun with blueness'). Participants have to rate the vividness of each scene on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from (5) perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision to (1) no image at all, you only 'know' that you are thinking of the object. No specific instructions were given to the participants whether they should open or close their eyes while imagining the described scenes. The scores ranged from 16 (low imagery ability) to 80 (high imagery ability).
Procedure
Participants were tested in groups with a maximum of five participants. Each participant completed the experiment individually. They were seated in front of a laptop with a The slide is yellow in colour Untrue The flowerpot is at the north-west of the lake
The flowerpot is violet in colour display resolution of 1,280 9 800 pixels. The computer-based materials were presented using E-prime v.1.2 (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002) . First, participants were given a short computer-based written instruction concerning the duration and the procedure of the experiment. Then, they filled in a paper-based version of the VVIQ.
1 Successively, they read a computer-based instruction where they were informed that they would have to memorize all information concerning two different locations, namely a tourist centre and a holiday farm, and that after a system-paced learning phase, they had to answer some questions concerning both locations. Then, they entered the system-paced learning phase that was subject to experimental manipulation. The presentation of the learning materials was system-paced. The presentation times were the same in all learning conditions, namely three minutes for each location. The two locations were presented randomly to participants. In the learning phase, participants received different information depending on learning condition: In the ST and in the VT conditions, participants received the spatial and the visual texts, respectively. In the ST + P and VT + P conditions, participants received the texts (with spatial or visual contents, according to the condition) accompanied by the corresponding picture, which was presented in the upper part of the computer screen, the text below. In the P condition, participants were presented only with the pictures. To enable them to answer the questions afterwards, nine objects (barn, farmhouse, tools store, oven, wooden crate, vineyard, well, restaurant, and meadow) in the holiday farm's picture and 13 object (main road, kilometre marker, village 'Carpognano', hotel, horse centre, rehabilitation centre, thermal springs, sulphur water, mountains, kiosk, harbour, and lake street) in the tourist centre's picture, which were not clearly identifiable, were labelled. After the learning phase, participants performed the two verbal recall tasks followed by the two graphic recall tasks in a fixed order: tourist centre and holiday farm. Then, they answered the computer-based verification items regarding the tourist centre and then the verification items regarding the holiday farm (within both blocks, items were presented randomly). Finally, they filled in the demographic questionnaire. A single experimental session took about one hour.
Measures
We considered three measures for spatial knowledge acquisition and three analogue measures for visual knowledge acquisition. First, learning of spatial (or visual) information explicitly mentioned in texts and/or pictures; second, spatial (or visual) information only implicitly mentioned in the text but explicitly presented in the picture; third, learning of spatial (or visual) information presented only in the pictures. How these measures were computed will be described in the following.
Spatial knowledge acquisition
Spatial information explicitly mentioned in texts and/or pictures. For the verification tasks, scores for the tourist centre and the holiday farm were summarized, resulting in a maximum score of 12 points for spatial information accuracy. The scores were averaged and z-standardized. For the open recall tasks, scores for both locations were summarized, resulting in a maximum score of 118 points for spatial information. The scores were averaged and z-standardized. Then, a common score for learning of spatial information explicitly mentioned in texts and/or pictures (depending on condition) was computed by averaging the two z-standardized scores (verification items score and open recall score; Cronbach's alpha = .81). Please note that the spatial information was explicitly mentioned in text and pictures in the ST + P condition only, as the other conditions received the information only in the text (ST) or in the picture (P; VT + P). VT was not included in analysing recall of spatial information explicitly mentioned in texts and/or pictures, as these learners did not receive any spatial information.
Spatial information only implicitly mentioned in the text but explicitly presented in the picture. Scores of verification items asking for spatial information only implicitly stated in the text but explicitly visualized in the pictures were summarized for both locations, resulting in a maximum score of 32 points (Cronbach's alpha = .81) The scores were zstandardized. For learners of the ST condition, the information was only implicitly mentioned in the text, whereas for learners of ST + P, VT + P, and P, the information was visualized in the picture. Again, VT was not included in analyses, as these learners did not receive any spatial information.
Spatial information presented only in the pictures. For the verification tasks, scores of items asking for spatial information presented only in the pictures of the holiday farm or touristic centre were summarized, resulting in a maximum score of 12 points. The scores were averaged and z-standardized. For the open recall tasks, scores for open recall of spatial information presented only in the picture of the holiday farm or the touristic centre were summarized, resulting in a maximum score of 24 points. The scores were averaged and z-standardized. A common spatial recall score for information conveyed through the picture was computed by averaging the two z-standardized scores (verification items score and open recall score; Cronbach's alpha = .71). Please note that this measure was only computed for conditions receiving pictures (i.e., VT + P, ST + P, P).
Visual knowledge acquisition
Visual information explicitly mentioned in texts and/or pictures. For the verification tasks, scores for the tourist centre and the holiday farm were summarized, resulting in a maximum score of 12 points. The scores were averaged and z-standardized. For the open recall tasks, scores for both locations were summarized, resulting in a maximum score of 100 points. The scores were averaged and z-standardized. Then, a common score for learning of visual information explicitly mentioned in texts and/or pictures (depending on condition) was computed by averaging the two z-standardized scores (verification items score and open recall score; Cronbach's alpha = .71). Please note that the visual information was explicitly mentioned in text and pictures in the VT + P condition only, as the other conditions received the information only in the text (VT) or in the picture (P; ST + P). ST was not included in analysing recall of visual information common in texts and pictures, as these learners did not receive any visual information.
Visual information only implicitly mentioned in the text but explicitly presented in the picture. Scores of verification items asking for visual information only implicitly stated in the text but explicitly visualized in the pictures were summarized for both locations, resulting in a maximum score of 32 points (Cronbach's alpha = .46). The scores were zstandardized. For learners of the VT condition, the information was only implicitly mentioned in the text, whereas for learners of VT + P, ST + P, and P, the information was visualized in the picture. ST was not included in analyses, as these learners did not receive any visual information.
Visual information presented only in the pictures. For the verification tasks, scores of items asking for visual information presented only in the pictures of the holiday farm or touristic centre were summarized, resulting in a maximum score of 12 points. The scores were averaged and z-standardized. For the open recall tasks, scores for open recall of visual information presented only in the picture of the holiday farm or the touristic centre were summarized, resulting in a maximum score of 28 points. The scores were averaged and z-standardized. A common recall score for visual information conveyed through the picture was computed by averaging the two z-standardized scores (verification items score and open recall score; Cronbach's alpha = .45). Please note that this measure was only computed for conditions receiving pictures (i.e., VT + P, ST + P, P).
Data analyses
In a first step, we performed an independent t-test to compare the scores obtained from the VT and ST condition. This was done to investigate whether information could be extracted from the two texts in similar ways, suggesting that they have the same level of difficulty.
A series of ANOVAs with learning condition as between-subjects factor were computed for the dependent measures. In these ANOVAs, the scores of the text-only condition (ST and VT) were chosen as a function of spatial or visual knowledge acquisition: For acquisition of spatial knowledge, scores of the ST group were used, that is, of learners receiving texts containing spatial information. For acquisition of visual knowledge, scores of the VT group were used, that is, of learners receiving texts containing visual information. This procedure was necessary, because learners of the ST condition did not receive any visual information and were therefore not able to answer questions asking for visual information. The same was true for learners of the VT condition regarding spatial information. For recall of information mentioned only in pictures, ANOVAs incorporating only conditions with pictures (ST + P, VT + P, P) were calculated. Learners receiving only texts (ST and VT) were excluded from the latter analyses, because they could not answer picture-related questions. Follow-up Bonferroniadjusted comparisons were used to compare means. Table 4 lists the descriptive data in per cent for each of the dependent measures as a function of learning condition. Table 5 lists the z-scores of the descriptive data which were used for analyses.
Results
Testing the comparability of spatial and visual texts An overall performance score was computed by averaging the percentage score of learning of information explicitly mentioned in texts and/or pictures and the percentage score of information only implicitly mentioned in the text but explicitly presented in the picture. The t-test revealed no significant difference between ST and VT, t(38) = À0.34, p = .74, d = .11 (ST: M = 47.18%, SD = 13.46; VT: M = 48.48%, SD = 10.71). This indicates that both texts were similar in difficulty. 
Spatial knowledge
Regarding spatial knowledge, the following results were observed: First, concerning learning of spatial information explicitly mentioned in texts and/or pictures, the ANOVA (one participant was excluded because he did not produce any drawing) revealed a main effect of condition, F(3, 74) = 9.82, MSE = 0.37, p < .001, g p 2 = .29, with the conditions P and ST + P outperforming all other conditions (all ps < .05), but not differing from each other. The difference between ST and VT + P was also not significant.
Regarding learning of spatial information only implicitly mentioned in the text but explicitly presented in the picture, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of condition, F(3, 75) = 14.03, MSE = 0.55, p < .001, g p 2 = .36, with condition P outperforming all other conditions (all ps < .05). In addition, condition ST + P outperformed ST (p = .01), but did not differ from VT + P. VT + P and ST also did not differ from each other. Regarding learning of spatial information presented only in pictures, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of condition, F(2, 55) = 26.09, MSE = 0.45, p < .001, g p 2 = .49, with condition P outperforming all conditions ST + P and VT + P (both ps < .001). Moreover, ST + P outperformed VT + P (p = .04). All other comparisons were not significant. Table 6 summarizes the findings. Accordingly, participants receiving only pictures showed the best performance regarding spatial knowledge acquisition. Adding spatial text to pictures hindered learning of pictorial information mentioned only in the picture. Adding visual texts to pictures hindered learning regarding all three dependent variables measuring spatial knowledge. This indicates that learners attended to the pictorial information when it was mentioned in the text, but ignored pictorial information when it was not mentioned in the text. Thus, the findings are most in line with the text-guided processing approach (see Table 1 for predictions).
Visual knowledge
Regarding visual knowledge acquisition, the following results were observed: For learning of visual information explicitly mentioned in texts and/or pictures, the ANOVA showed a main effect of learning condition, F(3, 74) = 9.44, MSE = 0.55, p < .001, g p 2 = .28, where conditions VT and VT + P outperformed P and ST + P (all ps < .05), which did not differ from each other. VT and VT + P, on the other hand, did also not differ from each other. Thus, visual information seems to be extracted mainly from texts and much less from pictures, explaining why both groups with visual texts did not differ from each other, but outperformed learners not receiving visual text contents.
Regarding learning of visual information only implicitly mentioned in the text but explicitly presented in the picture, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of learning condition, F(3, 75) = 6.68, MSE = 0.84, p < .001, g p 2 = .21, with VT and VT + P that outperformed all other conditions (all ps < .05), but did not differ from each other. ST + P and P did also not differ from each other.
Regarding learning of visual information presented only in the pictures, the ANOVA revealed a main effect for condition, F(2, 55) = 5.71, MSE = 0.60, p < .01, g p 2 = .17, 
Only implicitly mentioned in text but explicitly in picture
Visual knowledge Mentioned in text and/or picture VT = VT + P > P = ST + P c Mentioned only in pictures P > VT + P = ST + P Only implicitly mentioned in text but explicitly in picture VT = VT + P > P = ST + P c Notes.
a In line with the text-driven processing approach (see Table 1 ).
b Most in line with the text-driven processing approach. In line with the computational efficacy approach and the text-driven processing approach.
where condition P performed better than both ST + P and VT + P (all ps < .05), whereas ST + P and VT + P did not differ from each other. In sum, presenting visual text (alone or accompanied by a picture) seemed helpful for visual knowledge acquisition. On the other hand, when visual information was presented only in the picture, visual knowledge acquisition was low. Moreover, in this case additional, non-related text (i.e., spatial text) also hindered visual knowledge acquisition (see Table 6 ). These findings are most in line with the approaches that assume that text is best suited to convey non-spatial (i.e., in our case visual) information (i.e., computational properties approach and text-driven processing approach; see Table 1 ).
Discussion
The aim of the reported study was twofold: First, it investigated whether the multimedia effect depends on the kind of information, which is conveyed (e.g., spatial vs. non-spatial information). Second, it studied how these different kinds of information should be distributed across text and pictures (e.g., text-picture overlap vs. no text-picture overlap) to achieve optimal learning outcomes.
Five different approaches were distinguished which make different predictions regarding the impact of kind of information conveyed and its text-picture overlap on knowledge acquisition (see Table 1 for an overview). To test these predictions, the experiment was composed of five learning conditions, consisting of texts (spatial vs. visual), pictures, or combinations of texts (spatial vs. visual) and pictures. Conditions were compared regarding acquisition of spatial and visual information mentioned in texts and/or pictures or mentioned only in pictures.
The results are summarized in Table 6 . Overall, they are most in line with the textdriven processing approach. This approach assumes that when two representations are informationally equivalent, they still differ in their computational characteristics.
For multimedia presentations, the text-driven processing approach predicts best spatial knowledge acquisition for text-picture combinations with a high spatial overlap, whereas for the acquisition of visual knowledge, the overlap of text-picture combinations should not matter. Accordingly, when comparing all conditions with each other, condition P (here participants process the picture independently of text) and ST + P (here the text guides learners to the pictorial spatial aspects) should perform best regarding acquisition of spatial knowledge. Analogously, conditions VT and VT + P should perform best regarding acquisition of visual knowledge.
This predicted pattern was observed for learning of information explicitly mentioned in texts and/or pictures. As a consequence, if a text is combined with a picture, it should have a high spatial overlap to support spatial knowledge acquisition. This way, the text guides learners' attention to the spatial aspects depicted in the picture. If the text does not contain any spatial aspects (as, e.g., in the VT + P condition), learners do not profit from picture presentation regarding spatial knowledge acquisition, probably because they spent less attention on the spatial-pictorial information. Alternatively, one might present only the picture, without any text, which also let to good spatial knowledge acquisition. However, this is only recommended if non-spatial aspects do not have to be conveyed (as it is probably rarely the case), because as the results showed, text is better suited to convey this kind of information. That is, best performance regarding visual knowledge acquisition was achieved in conditions VT and VT + P.
For items asking for visual information only implicitly mentioned in the text but explicitly presented in the picture, the data pattern was still in line with the text-driven processing approach, meaning that learners receiving text with non-spatial contents (with or without a picture; VT + P and VT) showed the best performance regarding inferences of non-spatial facts. For items asking for spatial information only implicitly mentioned in the text but explicitly presented in the picture, the pattern was not fully in line with the text-driven processing approach, as learners receiving only pictures showed better performance than all other conditions. Thus, adding a text containing spatial information to the picture was not helpful in this case. However, this finding can be explained by the way the items were constructed: As noted, the items asked for information not explicitly stated in the text -however, in the picture the relations were explicitly visualized as each picture represented the whole location. For example, if an item asked whether 'the thermal springs are in the south-west of the hotel' (see Table 3 ), this information was not stated in the text; however, it was given within the picture. Thus, if we assume that learners receiving spatial text contents together with pictures processed only the spatial information mentioned in the text, whereas learners receiving only a picture processed the whole spatial-pictorial information more deeply, it is not surprising that students in the picture-only condition were better able to answer these statements. From this point of view, the finding is still in line with the text-driven-processing approach.
For learning of information mentioned only in the picture, the results for spatial knowledge acquisition are again most in line with the text-driven processing approach. As learners receiving only pictures should process the whole spatial-pictorial information more deeply than all other conditions, they should also be able to answer spatial questions regarding picture-only information best. On the other hand, receiving an additional text seems to narrow the focus of the participants to the spatial-pictorial aspects mentioned in the text, leading to worse performance regarding spatial information shown only in the picture.
In sum, this pattern of results indicates that text focuses the attention of learners heavily on the information mentioned in the text. As a consequence, learners seem to process the pictorial information mentioned in the text very well, but they seem to ignore other spatial relationships which are also included in the picture. Presenting a text with non-spatial content is even more detrimental for acquiring spatial knowledge from pictures, as can be seen in Table 6 . Thus, learners with visual text contents and pictures seem to concentrate heavily on the visual-pictorial information and to ignore spatial information, explaining why in this condition the beneficial effect of pictures for acquiring spatial knowledge could not be observed. These findings speak in favour of the text-guided processing view, in that text is a very dominant cue for learners. Instead of processing the picture independently from the text, learners seem to concentrate especially on information mentioned in the text. It is notable that this finding contradicts the assumption that text and picture might complement each other. Rather, the text determines which information is taken from the picture as it guides learners' attention through the picture. Only pictorial information mentioned in the text is processed. This finding is in line with other empirical findings showing that people process information only consciously when they focus their attention on it, but are blind for information they do not focus their attention on (e.g., inattentional blindness effect, Simons & Chabris, 1999) .
It should be noted that for purposes of experimental control we decided to use learning materials that are less common in multimedia research (but see, e.g., Br€ unken, Steinbacher, Plass, & Leutner, 2002; Leahy & Sweller, 2016; Lowe, 2003) , namely maps visualizing a holiday farm and a tourist centre as well as texts describing these locations. Hence, one might wonder whether the observed findings are due to the specific materials used. From a theoretical perspective, one would expect the same findings for different kinds of multimedia materials as multimedia is defined as the combination of materials presented in verbal form with materials presented in pictorial format including using static graphics such as illustration, graphs, photographs, or maps, or dynamic graphics such as animations or video (Mayer, 2009, p. 5 ; see also Schnotz, 2014 , for a similar view). On the other hand, one might argue that maps have a higher affordance for extracting spatial information than other kinds of pictures. However, the result that learners receiving a map with a text describing visual features extracted less spatial information from the maps than learners receiving a text describing spatial features together with a map seems to indicate that even with these special kinds of pictures text can guide learners attention to other, maybe less salient aspects (i.e., colour). A potential disadvantage of the used materials nevertheless concerns the fact that spatial information in maps is very salient, possibly overwriting other non-spatial information in the map (e.g., colour information). Thus, it cannot be fully excluded that with other kinds of pictures learners would extract non-spatial information to a larger degree from the pictures than they did in our study. Hence, we think that future research is required to investigate whether the underlying processes differ when processing different kinds of multimedia materials (e.g., materials describing how a system works).
Theoretical implications
In the theoretical part, five different approaches had been introduced making different predictions regarding the processes underlying learning with text and pictures. CTML which is associated with the dual-coding approach (Paivio, 1990 ) predicts that having available two different codes, a verbal and a pictorial one, supports learning. The results do not support that assumption, because the picture-only condition as well as the visual text-only condition outperformed or performed equally well as conditions with dualcoding options (i.e., text plus pictures), see Table 6 .
The cognitive load approach (Sweller et al., 1998) predicts that redundancy of text and pictures (i.e., high text-picture overlap) should hinder learning. For acquisition of spatial knowledge, there were indeed some indications that a high overlap of text and pictures hindered learning, because learners receiving only the picture outperformed learners receiving pictures together with text. This finding is in line with findings by Chandler and Sweller (1991) who observed better performance of learners receiving a diagram alone compared to learners receiving a diagram with redundant text. However, if we consider the whole pattern of results, it becomes obvious that the observed data pattern goes beyond what is predicted by the cognitive load approach, as learners receiving pictures accompanied by non-spatial, visual text contents (i.e., redundant information) outperformed learners with pictures only and performed equally well as learners receiving only visual text contents. This finding is not in line with what is predicted by the cognitive load approach, as redundant information did not hinder learning in this case. One might argue that element interactivity, that is, the difficulty of the to-be-learned materials, was lower with visual texts accompanied by pictures. Because high element interactivity is a prerequisite for observing the redundancy effect, the redundancy effect might have been vanished with visual text and picture because element interactivity was low. Although we cannot rule out this explanation completely, we do not think that it is very probable, because as the analyses showed visual text and spatial text did not differ in number of words, number of propositions, reading ease score, and number of landmarks. Pictures were the same in all conditions. Furthermore, learners receiving only spatial text or only visual text did not differ regarding their recall performance, again indicating that text difficulty (i.e., element interactivity) was the same in both conditions. This is why we think that our findings go beyond what the cognitive load approach already tells us, as in this approach it is not assumed that content (e.g., spatial vs. non-spatial content) can moderate the proposed design principles.
The spatial redundancy approach predicts that high redundancy of spatial information should hinder learning, whereas high redundancy of non-spatial information should not (see Sch€ uler et al., 2012) . The observed results do not support this assumption because learners receiving spatial text contents together with pictures did not perform steadily worse than the other groups. Thus, it does not seem that the materials induced a high load within the spatial part of visual working memory.
The computational efficacy approach (e.g., Larkin & Simon, 1987) predicts that pictures and text might complement each other because they fulfil different functions. Whereas texts are better suited to convey non-spatial, sequential information, pictures are better suited to convey spatial, holistic information. The results for non-spatial knowledge acquisition were in line with this assumption, as learners showed best non-spatial knowledge acquisition when they received texts (with or without pictures). However, results regarding spatial knowledge acquisition speak more in favour of the text-driven processing approach, which specifies the assumptions of the computational efficacy approach. Assuming that learners receiving text rely heavily on the information conveyed through it, one can explain the finding that learners receiving spatial text contents together with pictures remembered the spatial information mentioned in text and pictures very well. On the other hand, spatial information not mentioned in the texts was not within the focus of these learners, resulting in worse performance regarding recall of information mentioned only in the picture and inference performance compared to learners receiving only the picture.
Overall, these results are very interesting from a theoretical point of view as they underline the importance to distinguish between the different functionalities text and pictures might have for learning. This is in line with Schnotz and Bannert (2003) who assumed that texts are better suited to convey more abstract information, whereas pictures are better suited to convey holistic, more concrete information. Additionally, the results of our study demonstrated that text is a very dominant cue when learning with multimedia. This aspect has still to be considered within theories of multimedia learning (e.g., CTML; Mayer, 2009). Thus, it seems that the selection of information from the picture is influenced by the information given through the text, an aspect which has not been taken into account so far by theories of multimedia learning. Additionally, the findings are also in line with research on spatial cognition as it has been shown in this line of research that learners do not spontaneously construct a spatial mental model from text (Denis & Denhi ere, 1990; Gyselinck et al., 2007) . In line with this finding, learners without pictures but with texts containing spatial information performed worse than learners receiving (only) pictures. This indicates that pictures can serve as a scaffold to construct an analogous spatial mental model.
Practical implications
From a practical point of view, the results indicate that if the learning task requires the understanding of spatial information, pictures are the first choice. If the learning task requires the understanding of visual (non-spatial) information, texts are the first choice. However, it has to be taken into mind that learners rely heavily on the text. Thus, if the text focuses only on non-spatial information, learners might not benefit from the potential of the picture. Hence, learning materials have to be designed in a way that allows learners to process the verbal as well as the pictorial information. One solution might be to use texts which include non-spatial as well as spatial information: Non-spatial information, because texts are better suited to convey this kind of information; spatial information, because only then learners' attention will be guided to the picture, which allows them to extract the spatial information in an easier and more holistic way. Nevertheless, designers have to be aware that learners will especially focus on the information conveyed through the texts. Thus, spatial information not mentioned in text will probably be processed to a lower degree. An alternative way might be to present the picture before presenting the text to allow learners to process the picture without being constrained by text content. However, empirical evidence is not fully clear whether presenting a picture before text is really helpful for learning. Here, other mechanisms might come into play which might override the beneficial effect of processing pictures alone (cf. Eitel & Scheiter, 2015) .
Limitations and future research
One limitation already mentioned lies in the chosen materials. For purposes of experimental control, we decided to use rather descriptive learning contents (i.e., maps combined with descriptions of the locations), which allowed us to control for text-picture overlap as well as prior knowledge of participants. Regarding the first aspect, using the pictures of two locations combined with spatial versus non-spatial visual text contents enabled us to guarantee a similar text-picture overlap in the two multimedia conditions. The operationalization of non-spatial text contents by visual feature information might seem questionable at first view; however, conveying more abstract information through the texts would have been yielded in a much lower text-picture overlap which would make it very difficult to compare it to text conveying spatial information. Demonstrating that with a similar textpicture overlap the results differ for spatial as well as visual knowledge acquisition, a next step is to validate these results with other kinds of materials. The used materials seemed also well suited to control for potential influences of prior knowledge. Because the touristic centre and the holiday farm were completely new to participants, no influence of prior knowledge was expected. On the other hand, however, we cannot exclude the possibility that prior experiences with using maps in general influenced the data. Thus, participants who use maps often in their daily lives might be biased to concentrate especially on spatial information instead of non-spatial information, which might have influenced the data. Here, future research is required which controls for that possibility.
Another limitation might be seen in the fact that learners in the picture-only condition were explicitly confronted with all information. Thus, learners receiving only pictures had an advantage compared to learners receiving only texts, simply because the picture conveyed more information. However, the results demonstrated that learners receiving non-spatial text information together with pictures were nonetheless better able to recall information not mentioned explicitly in the text than learners receiving pictures only. Second, learners receiving the same pictures together with texts were restricted in their performance, which is a very interesting finding. Thus, it is not only an informational advantage of the only picture group which can explain the observed findings.
To conclude, the results support the assumption that content-based features may play a crucial role when learning with multimedia. Additionally, overlaps of different kinds of information also constitute boundary conditions of the multimedia effect. Future research is needed to evaluate whether the findings of this initial study can be transferred to other kinds of learning materials and other kinds of learning situations.
